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A main challenge in managing projects is identification and understanding of interactions between subtasks. These interactions give rise to dependencies between activities in the project plan. The resulting interdependence between members of the project team requires them to coordinate extensively during project execution. Project managers need a systematic methodology for describing and analyzing coordination requirements on project teams. This need is not met in traditional tools for project planning and scheduling. In this article, we describe an object-oriented framework for modeling projects and a methodology for formalizing these models such that they can be used for discrete event simulation of information processing and coordination in project execution.

Our modeling framework represents projects in terms of objective (requirements), product (solution deliverables), process (activities), and organization (participants and relations). We then use matrix techniques to explicate the constraints between project requirements and deliverables (complexity), the contingencies in information flow.
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between activities (uncertainty), and the resulting coordination requirements between project team members. The model and coordination measures can be used as input for simulation of project execution and give predictions for the probable effects of carrying out proposed changes in planning and managing projects.

To illustrate how enterprise modeling and analysis can inform project planning and execution, we apply our framework and methodology to model and simulate a simplified project for development of hydraulic systems. Our simulation results demonstrate how project performance is contingent on the fit between the project policies and the objectives and preferences of the project team.

---

**enterprises modeling, project management, coordination, information processing, quality function deployment, simulation**

---

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this article is to demonstrate how modeling and analysis can be used to understand project enterprise and how such understanding can be turned into performance predictions. In the article, we give an overview of a modeling methodology [1] for explicating coordination requirements in projects [2] and links the resulting model to analysis tools for simulating information processing and coordination during project execution [3–5].

Our motivation for modeling and analyzing projects is an increasing demand for effective and efficient project management [6]. Projects are becoming more difficult to plan and manage, with demanding customers, tight budgets and schedules, complex technology, and project teams that work concurrently in different locations. Consequently, project managers need methods and tools to help them make the right decisions during project planning and execution. However, such decision support tools must be based on true understanding of the decision situation, acquired by careful description and analysis. If we can develop models that consistently represent relevant aspects of the selected model domain and correctly re-create observed behavior in simulation, we believe that a combination of model building and simulation will improve understanding and produce useful management tools.

1.1 A Model-Based Approach to Managing Coordination Requirements

To develop methods and tools, we define project enterprise as “an organization, carrying out some (set of) process(es) to create products which satisfy predefined objectives in a given environment” ([7], p. 10). Based on this definition, we model the project team, plan, deliverables, and requirements. We take an information processing view of project execution and define a methodology for explicating the associated coordination. This methodology uses matrices to identify and quantify dependencies between different parts of requirements, deliverables, activities, and team members. The project model and associated dependencies can be inputted to the Virtual Design Team (VDT) discrete event simulator [3]. For a given project, the
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Simulation produces measures of duration, cost, and quality. Thus, the simulation results can be used for assessing the effect of deploying different project teams, executing different project plans, and managing different coordination policies.

Our methodology provides (a) a framework that can be used by project participants to develop a common reference frame facilitated by shared models [8] of their work process, including deliverables, task breakdown structure, responsibilities, and several kinds of interactions; and (b) a formal model that can be analyzed by enterprise simulation tools such as the VDT [3] to generate specific performance predictions and diagnose bottlenecks and other problems in proposed project configurations. In combination, these effects have the potential to significantly improve the efficiency and effectiveness of project enterprise.

In the following sections of the article, we give an overview of our approach. Details of various aspects can be found elsewhere [1–3, 5, 9]. In Section 2, we outline our framework for modeling project enterprise. In Section 3, we describe modeling of coordination requirements. In Section 4, we explain how these requirements are used in discrete event simulation of project execution and give examples of typical simulation results. In Section 5, we discuss relevant research. Finally in Section 6, we outline planned extensions.

2. A FRAMEWORK FOR DESCRIBING PROJECT ENTERPRISE

Project enterprise consists of an assigned team working together for a planned period of time to deliver according to specification. To enhance understanding, a consistent model of project enterprise must therefore address why we act (requirements), what the result of action is (deliverables), when and how we act (activities), who acts (team), and where we act (environment). Our framework [2] represents project enterprise in terms of objectives, product, process, and organization (OPPO) as well as the various dependencies that exist within and between them. In Section 2.1, we develop a simplified description of a hydraulic system development (HSD) project for the offshore oil industry using the OPPO-model framework.

2.1 Describing Objectives and Products

To represent project deliverables we integrate the description of objectives and products using functional decomposition. Our so-called requirement function solution (ReFuSo) diagram is based on the functional unit technical solution (FUTS) technique [10], which matches functional units (FU) with corresponding technical solutions (TS). In the ReFuSo, we view design as a two-step process. Conceptual design transforms operational and performance requirements (Re objects) to a corresponding functional description (Fu objects). Detailed engineering then transforms this functional description to detailed solution specifications (So objects) for construction or procurement. This gives a description of the requirement structure, the function structure, and the topological structure of components, subassemblies, and assemblies in the product.

Hydraulic systems serve a variety of control tasks on offshore oil platforms subjected to a range of functional and operational requirements and serving a number of different users. Figure 1 illustrates how a requirement for hydraulic energy is
of different users. Figure 1 illustrates how a requirement for hydraulic energy is met by an abstract hydraulic system concept, which is solved by the actual hydraulic system. The requirement structure decomposes the overall hydraulic energy requirement into more detailed requirements for supply, availability, and efficiency. The function structure describes the function and behavior of the hydraulic design concept and decomposes the functional structure into a set of functions for production, storage and distribution of energy, and environmental protection. The topological component structure describes the technical solution as a decomposition hierarchy of hydraulic system components, such as pump, tank, and piping.

In actual projects the decomposition is continued until a suitable level of detail has been reached to specify characteristics for design and procurement. In the example presented here we wish only to illustrate how we describe objectives and products, and have (arbitrarily) terminated the breakdown at an artificially high level of detail. In the next section, we use this description to identify product interactions and resulting needs for coordination. We point out that our representation of objectives and products relates required and realized characteristics of the project deliverables. The difference between them is an important part of the product performance of project enterprise.

2.2 Describing the Process and Organization

Describing the process dimension involves representing the activities in the project plan as well as their work volume and successor relations (the order in which they are planned to be executed). Figure 2 shows a typical life cycle for hydraulic sys-
scribing processes [11]. Our process model is made up of activity objects and precedence relations. The work volume is represented as an attribute of each activity object. We also represent various coordination policies (for command, control, and communication) as attributes of an overall process object. To cover the complete life cycle of project deliverables we use a simplified, generic life cycle model in which the various life cycle phases are represented as sequential activities, including conceptual design, detailed engineering, approval, fabrication and installation, commissioning, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning. Each activity (phase) contains a number of concurrent or overlapping activities.

In the same manner that the difference between objectives and product deliverables defines product performance, the difference between the process plan and execution defines process performance in terms of duration and person cost (efficiency).

Describing the organization involves representing the various project team members (actor objects). We describe actors in terms of their craft, skill, experience, preferences, and relationships between them, including the formal hierarchy of command and control. We also represent the responsibility relations between actors and various activities, and the communication relations due to these responsibilities. Figure 2 shows the project team and their relation to the project plan. In the same manner that the difference between objectives and product deliverables defines product performance, the difference between planning and execution defines aspects of project efficiency, such as duration with respect to schedule (process per-

Figure 2. Project plan and project team model structures for the hydraulic system development project.
formance). The difference between project policies and personal preferences of project team participants will determine how planned action is translated into actual behavior. This determines organizational performance, which constrains process and product performance.

2.3 Consistency Between Model Purpose and Representation

We have already pointed out how performance may be thought of as a measure of the fit between planned and actual project execution, and how this can be applied to products, processes, and organizations. We view model consistency as the ability of the model to capture differences between ideal and real situations (i.e., planned action vs. actual behavior). This requires us to consider action in project enterprise according to different views of causal logic.

A rational systems view of enterprise [12] explains project execution according to a logic of intention [13]. Causality is explained starting from objectives, which define some set of required products. One or more processes are devised to create the products, and a suitable organization is designed to carry out the process (which creates the products, which satisfies the objective). Thus, project enterprise is seen as a rational means for fulfilling stated objectives. A natural systems view of enterprise [12] explains project execution according to a logic of implication [13]. Enterprise is defined by some set of individuals (the organization). Between organizational members there exists a mix of rational and irrational relations that determines what processes can and cannot be carried out. The possible processes determine a set of possible products, for which objectives are devised to explain and defend the existence of the organization. Thus, enterprise is seen as a posteriori justification of action.

In reality neither of these two views explain project enterprise in full. Real actors have limited rationality [14], and causality must be understood in terms of both intention and implication. We think of this as a dual explanation of project execution. The consequence of this duality for enterprise modeling is a requirement that the model representation and reasoning must allow description of the differences between intended and implied action and include performance metrics for the difference between planned action and actual behavior. Our coordination load model attempts to address these requirements by supporting identification and explication of major reasons for deviation between project plans and actual execution.

In Figure 3, we illustrate how project execution can be viewed in terms of our OPPO-model framework. Starting from a given set of objectives, project enterprise proceeds by definition, identification, and assignment of a set of dependencies (coordination requirements), and subsequent execution to handle these dependencies according to defined policies (coordination mechanisms). Project performance may be viewed as a result of the alignment between project coordination policies and the preferences of project team members and can be assessed by comparing the realized and desired solutions. The project can then be evaluated by comparing performance to the objective. This comparison between achievement and aspirations
will influence both. In addition, both performance and objectives are influenced by the environment.

The definition in the OPPO modeling framework can be used to identify coordination requirements and assign them to project team actors. This forms a basis for execution, assessment, and evaluation.

3. A METHODOLOGY FOR MODELING COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS IN PROJECTS

In this section, we describe our methodology for identifying and quantifying coordination requirements based on the model of project enterprise developed in Section 2.

3.1 An Information Processing View of Coordination in Engineering Design

To describe coordination [15] in projects we use an analogy between organizational and physical structures. Both physical and organizational structures may be thought of in terms of elements with given material properties, connected by nodes in a given configuration. Both are subject to load from their environment, and for both the capacity to meet this load is determined by their material properties and configuration. For physical as well as organizational structures, the match between required and realized behavior under load determines the performance of the structure.

We take an information processing view of project execution in terms of a set of processors (actors) who work by processing information (tasks) to complete activi-
ties in the project plan. In addition to work arising from planned project activities, we model coordination items arising due to various types of dependency objectives, product deliverables, and process activities. We define coordination load among information processors in terms of the demand for their attention when processing information. The more coordination items due to causal and informational dependencies in their activities, the more coordination to be attended, and the higher the load. Thus, coordination load is a function of the requirements, selected solutions, project plan, and allocation of responsibility. Similarly, organizational capability is given by the sum of the ability of actors (craft, skill, and experience), the processing capacity of the team (manpower, structure, and tools), and the coordination capacity of the team. The latter is determined by project policies and actor preferences for handling coordination. For a given project enterprise, the match between coordination load due to project requirements and the team’s capability to meet that load will significantly influence performance.

Given these organizational mechanics, our coordination load model attempts to define and operationalize measures that are important for determining the performance of real projects. Traditional project planning assumes an ideal situation where different parts of the project deliverable are uncoupled, so that an error in one part will not affect any other part. Another traditional assumption is that project activities are sequenced so that all necessary information is available when required. In reality these assumptions are very seldom satisfied. Consequently, delays, cost overruns, and poor quality occur due to lack of information and error propagation. Experienced project managers account for this heuristically in their planning and scheduling. However, most project plans are still optimistic, leading to frequent disappointment [16].

3.2 Interactions and Complexity Measures

To identify dependencies in the project deliverables, we describe the various interactions between project requirements and solutions in a quality function deployment (QFD) interdependence matrix [17–19]. In the QFD notation any matrix element $a_{ij}$ represents an interaction where solution $j$ affects requirement $i$. That is, the solution needs to satisfy the requirement, and any change to the requirement may necessitate a corresponding change in the solution. It follows also that any error in the solution may imply that the requirement is not satisfied.

We can use the interaction matrix as a house of complexity to calculate project-specific measures of the complexity arising from coupling in the project task [19]. Using Simon’s notion of complexity as the number of constraints an actor must simultaneously keep in mind while carrying out a task [20], we count the number of interactions between requirements and solutions to get complexity measures. The more requirements a given solution must contribute to satisfying, the more complex the solution. Thus, solution complexity is a measure of the probability that actors producing the solution will make errors when carrying out their work. Similarly, the number of solutions that contribute to a given requirement gives a measure of the complexity of the requirement. Even if all solutions contributing to satisfy a requirement are in order, the customer may still not be satisfied. We use the requirement complexity as a measure of the probability of failure to sat-
Figure 4. Interaction and complexity measures for the hydraulic system development project.

Figure 4 shows how the top-level requirement to provide hydraulic energy interacts with all functions (value 1 in all cells of the first row of the interaction matrix), giving the value 5 for the requirement complexity, or 1 if scaled by the number of solutions. The function pressure level must meet three lower level requirements (immediate availability, efficient operation, and safe and environmentally friendly) in addition to the top-level requirement. This creates a functional complexity of 4, or 0.8 if scaled by the number of requirements. In the matrix we have chosen the value 1 for all interactions. In the standard application of QFD to product design [18] these interactions often have different weights depending on the relative strength of the interaction. However, we do not yet have enough experience from application to projects that we can meaningfully derive such weights.

From this example it is clear that the aggregation of interactions represents a serious simplification. When adding interactions, no account is taken for the fact that higher level interactions are simply aggregated abstractions of lower levels. This may be accounted for by several schemes [21]. However, application of this method to derive complexity measures from engineering design projects for electrical power supply [22] and offshore field development [23] indicates that the resulting inaccuracy is not critical with respect to the overall purpose of indicating where and how complexity arises in the project deliverable.

### 3.3 Information Flow and Uncertainty Measures

We next use the same type of interaction matrix to describe dependencies due to production and consumption of information when carrying out the various project activities. Employing the design structure matrices (DSM) technique [24–26] we list the project activities both along the rows and columns of the interaction matrix. In
the DSM notation $a_{ij}$ means that activity $j$ produces information needed by activity $i$. If we order the DSM interaction matrix so that activities are listed according to their order of execution, we see that any $a_{ij}$ where $j$ is larger than $i$ (i.e., to the right of the midline diagonal in the matrix) represents information that is not available when it is needed.

We use Galbraith’s [27] notion of uncertainty as “a result of differences between the information which is needed to carry out a task and that which is available at the time the task is carried out” (p. 5). That is, uncertainty arises from lack of necessary information. The more information is needed but not available when carrying out an activity, the more uncertain is the activity. Thus, we may sum all $a_{ij}$ where $j$ is greater than $i$ to get a relative measure of uncertainty for various activities.

The DSM interaction matrix may be thought of as a house of uncertainty that can be used to derive the distribution of uncertainty of different activities. Assuming that uncertainty gives rise to need for communication, we use this uncertainty distribution as an indication of the required communication intensity between actors who are responsible for various activities. Figure 5 shows the house of uncertainty for the HSD project.

In Figure 5, we see how the pump dimensioning requires information from both tank and pipe dimensioning, whereas tank dimensioning requires information from pipe dimensioning. Because pipe dimensioning is carried out after tank dimensioning and pump dimensioning, uncertainty is created. We also see how all activities depend on information from design approval (i.e., whether they satisfy given criteria for safe operation). For illustration in this example, we assume that the exact approval criteria are not known a priori. Because design approval is the last activity it introduces uncertainty for all other activities. Consequently the uncertainty of, for example, pump and tank dimensioning has the value 3 and 2, or 0.5 and 0.33 if scaled by the number of activities.

It is evident that the usefulness of DSM to derive uncertainty measures depends largely on the activity description. If the project plan describes activities at a level...
that is too high, the information flows that can be identified between activities will probably not be meaningful in describing the real communication requirements of actors in the project team. If activities are defined for the complete project duration, they will both start before and end before all other activities, and any information needed in them would seem to be produced by activities that start later. This would indicate a level of uncertainty that may not be consistent with the actual use of information during project execution. The solution to this problem of representation is to detail such activities further.

As noted by Gebala and Eppinger [24, 25], the DSM technique may be used to optimize the sequencing of project activities, by LU-decomposing the activity plan (lower upper decomposing the DSM matrix by rearranging the sequence of activities) as far as possible to get a process with minimal uncertainty. This would result in a DSM matrix where most of the matrix elements are located below the leading diagonal (representing information that is available when it is needed). So far our approach has been to describe projects where scheduling has already been determined, and we have no experience in using matrix techniques prescriptively. In future work we plan to use DSM as a tool to prescribe and study project design.

3.4 Responsibility and Project Team Interdependence

Finally, we wish to identify dependencies between actors who are responsible for producing information in given activities and actors who need the information produced by those activities. That is, we relate activities, information produced and consumed by those activities, and actors responsible for carrying out the activities. In the resulting interaction matrix $a_{ij} = 2$ means that an actor $j$ is responsible for producing information in activity $i$, whereas $a_{ij} = 1$ means that actor $j$ needs the information produced in activity $i$. The matrix forms a house of interdependence that illustrates the required information to exchange during project execution.

If we relate the production and consumption of information to Thompson's [28] typology of pooled, sequential, or reciprocal interdependence, we can represent the type of interdependence between actors in a triangular interrelation matrix at the roof of the house [19]. Actors who are responsible for activities that have no information dependence have pooled interdependence. Actors who are responsible for activities where one activity needs information from a previous activity have sequential interdependence. Actors who are responsible for activities where both activities need information from the other have reciprocal interdependence. Figure 6 shows the house of interdependence for the HSD project.

Figure 6 shows that the pump supplier needs information from tank pipe dimensioning, which is not yet carried out at the time of pump dimensioning. Thus, the pump supplier is reciprocally interdependent with the tank supplier during the execution of the pump dimensioning activity. The tank supplier also needs information from pump dimensioning. However, pump dimensioning precedes tank dimensioning, and thus the tank supplier is sequentially interdependent with the pump supplier. The pump supplier does not need specific information about fluid selection (in this simplified example), and the fluid supplier does not need information from pump dimensioning (the two zero elements in the matrix). Thus, the pump and fluid suppliers only have pooled interdependence.
We can also relate the type of interdependence to the frequency of communication required between various pairs of actors during execution. For actors who have pooled interdependence, no specific communication is necessary while carrying out their activities. For actors who have sequential interdependence, the actor responsible for the latter activity needs to communicate with the actor responsible for the former activity. For actors who are responsible for activities in which both activities need information from the other (reciprocal interdependence), intense communication is required while carrying out their activities.

### 3.5 Overview and Limitations of the Load Modeling Methodology

Figure 7 summarizes our load modeling methodology. We see how structured representations of requirements and corresponding solutions, process activities, and project team actors are used as inputs to a set of matrix tools for deriving the relative distributions of complexity and uncertainty for the various activities and interdependence between team members.

We use these measures to quantify (a) the relative probabilities that solutions generated by given activities will contain errors, (b) the relative probabilities that solutions will fail to satisfy given requirements, (c) the relative measures of uncertainty and associated communication frequency for activities, and (d) the required participation in communication by project team members. In our view these measures are an important part of a consistent description of project enterprise, necessary for achieving correct simulation behavior of information processing and coordination.

Our methodology describes the detailed load distribution on individual actors, as opposed to a traditional description of coordination requirements as a point load through the center of gravity. This is an extension of traditional descriptions that only describes the aggregate complexity of the organization's technology and task ([12], p. 210), without identifying which part of the organization is subjected to load.
However, the decoupling of complexity due to causal dependencies in the project deliverables, and uncertainty due to informational dependencies, is an oversimplification. In most projects, causality and information need are not independent. Contingencies arising from missing information have the effect of making tasks seem more complex, and simultaneous constraints introduce uncertainty. Typically, missing information leads to rework, and errors lead to the need for additional information. We view this linearization as an initial approach to describe project dependencies. We feel that our simplification is valid if (and only if) we keep the limitations in mind when evaluating predictions made from the model.

4. DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING AND COORDINATION

In this section, we outline how the coordination load described in Section 3 may be used in simulation of information processing and coordination handling, and how simulation gives estimates of project performance that may be used to predict probable effects of proposed changes to project design.

4.1 The VDT Discrete Event Simulator

The VDT [9] discrete event simulator is a result of an ongoing project at Stanford University, California [9, 29] with the aim of using simulation to investigate various
 aspects of project team organization. VDT is implemented as an object-oriented discrete event simulator in which each processor (actor) uses communication tools to carry out work generated by activities for which they are responsible and coordination with other actors in the project team.

Because VDT actors are modeled with limited rationality [14], they must engage in coordination—exception handling, rework, and communication—in addition to "working," or processing according to the project plan. This leads to a series of decision-making events [13], in which actors must allocate their attention to requests for communication and handling of failures discovered during verification. VDT uses a set of stochastic (random number) process elements to model uncertainty in human decision making. The simulation continues until all work and coordination items are processed, giving predictions for project performance in terms of the critical path duration, work volume (an approximation of project cost), and coordination performance (communication and error handling) [5].

The input to VDT consists of a description of the coordination load, the capability of the project team, and policies and preferences for handling coordination. The load is described in terms of activities' work volume, failure probability, and communication intensity, as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Organizational capability (processing speed) is determined by the capacity of the team (manpower, structure, and tools) and the ability of team members (skill, craft, and experience) as described in Section 3.1. The team's handling of coordination during simulation is determined by the match of policies (what should be done in given situations) and preferences (what is actually done in those same situations). This match defines the information processing behavior of the various actors in terms of their decision making about attention allocation and participation [13]. Both project policies and preferences of actors are explicitly modeled [3] and may be altered between simulation runs to study the predicted effect on performance. Figure 8 gives an overview of input and output for the VDT.

Given the measures of the complexity of requirements and solutions described in Section 3.2, we must derive corresponding values for the complexity of the various activities. The higher the number of requirements a designer has to keep in mind when designing a given solution, the higher the chance he or she will make errors while carrying out the activity to produce the solution. A solution–decision matrix [2] relates solutions to activities and produces an internal failure probability for each activity, which is a measure of the chance of making mistakes (exceptions) while working. Such exceptions are typically discovered in self-checks or peer reviews. Similarly, the higher the number of solutions needed to satisfy a given requirement, the higher the chance that the requirement will not be satisfied, even if each individual solution may be according to specification. The requirements–access matrix [2] relates requirements to activities and gives an external failure probability, a measure of the chance of nonconformance when carrying out work to satisfy customer requirements. Such nonconformances are typically discovered at project milestones or during client reviews. The uncertainty of activities will determine the frequency with which responsible actors will generate communication requests. The interdependence between actors will determine to whom these communication requests are sent.
4.2 Coordination Behavior in Simulation

For a specific set of inputs the VDT simulation will give the critical path duration, overall man hours (project cost), and process measures of the quality of coordination. Figure 9 illustrates how the coordination load for activities and actors is transformed to measures of verification failure probability and information exchange frequency (communication intensity) for each activity, and how these measures are used during simulation.

The top part of Figure 9 shows how complexity and uncertainty cause decision making about coordination. The bottom part of the figure shows how the outcome of this decision making determines project performance. The lower left graph shows how decoupling of requirements and solutions reduces the simulated fail-
Figure 10. The cost of complexity and concurrency for the hydraulic system development project.

The percentage rate (i.e., higher complexity leads to more simulated failures). The lower right graph illustrates the number of requests for communication as a function of the uncertainty of activities. As shown, higher uncertainty leads to more simulated requests for communication.

Figure 10 shows simulation results for project coordination. The left graph shows the ratio of planned (specified) to actual (simulated) project duration, as a function of verification failure probability.

Our simulation results illustrate how decoupling of requirements and solutions (lowering the verification failure probability) is likely to lead to a project duration closer to the project plan. The nondimensional ratio of ideal to actual duration may be thought as a form of Mach number in analogy with fluid mechanics [30]. In the current model, projects cannot be executed faster than planned, corresponding to the sonic barrier (Mach number 1; if the project could somehow be executed without coordination). As shown, coordination slows down execution, resulting in “subsonic projects.” Allowing actors to assist each other on activities (collaboration, a coordination mechanism not yet included in the VDT) would allow “supersonic projects” (i.e., execution faster than plan).

The right graph in Figure 10 shows the coordination cost (the total number of man hours used in communication and rework during simulation) for the complete lifecycle, as a function of (simulated) development time. The coordination cost is obtained by summing the time spent for rework and communication by all actors in all activities. Development time is the simulation time at completion of design approval. This was adjusted indirectly by altering the successor relations between activities in the project plan. That is, more concurrency between activities should give
shorter development, whereas more sequential relations should give longer development.

Our simulation results indicate that life cycle cost does not necessarily decrease for any shortening of development time. Rather, there seems to be a critical development time with respect to minimizing coordination cost. Above the critical time, sequential activities will reduce uncertainty. However, because actors have more time for the same amount of work, they also have more time to attend to coordination. That is, lower coordination load gives more time to participate in all communication requests and leads to an increase in communication by all actors. Below the critical development time, further concurrency will result in a marked increase in coordination cost; that is, increased uncertainty leads to more communication requests. Consequently, the load on project team increases, and not all decisions can be dealt with satisfactorily. In particular, exception handling suffers, and rework is not carried out. The result of these unresolved problems in development is a higher failure probability in manufacturing and operation, and thus more rework in total.

We may use another analogy from fluid mechanics to view this ideal development time as critical Reynolds number [30]. Shortening development time below the critical value corresponds to a transition from laminar to turbulent flow. That is, the orderly manner in which the project team can process work and coordination items breaks down and processing becomes chaotic and unpredictable. This also indicates how coordination of the project plan is contingent on performance requirements. If rapid development is the only target in development, there may be a penalty due to higher coordination cost during manufacturing and operation.

4.3 The Effect of Project Policy on Performance

In this section, we briefly review simulation results (from [5]), for performance as a function of project policy in the HSD project, obtained from the mean of a series of simulation runs with different random seeds for stochastic decision-making processes. These results predict how a change in coordination policy (higher or lower value than the one used in the HSD project) is likely to affect duration, cost, and quality. The simulation predictions are compared with predictions from contingency theory [28] and predictions from the project manager (who both planned and managed execution of the project). (For a more detailed discussion of simulation results such as these, see [22, 23].)

Specifically, Figure 11 shows duration, cost, and verification quality—measured by the number of uncorrected exceptions—as a function of centralization. Our use of the term centralization [12] relates to the probability for how high up in the hierarchy decisions about exception handling must travel before reaching an actor with authority to make a decision. Carrying out rework involves time and cost but ignoring it lowers coordination quality. Thus, performance is influenced by actors' decisions about exception handling.

For the effect of centralization on duration the prediction from contingency theory is based on the assumption that project managers have a global view of dependencies between different parts of the project, and thus will tend to prefer rework, as they understand the potentially detrimental effect of ignoring failures in
one activity on a number of dependent activities [6]. Project team members will often engage in local suboptimization of performance by ignoring and quick-fixing failures. In addition to this, decisions from managers will be delayed by other items in their in-tray. The result is that higher centralization (more decisions made by high-level managers) tends to give more waiting time for rework decisions as well as more rework. Both effects lead to longer duration. For cost the contingency prediction is the same as for duration, based on the same assumption that managers favor rework, which increases the total volume of work carried out. Higher quality means that more exceptions are reworked, and thus higher centralization gives higher verification quality. The simulation results are in good agreement with the predictions from the project manager—and consistent with contingency theory—and illustrate that there is no universally "best" centralization policy for the HSD project. The most suitable policy depends on the degree to which efficiency or quality has the highest focus, in which case one should choose a decentralized or centralized policy, respectively. That is, the choice of coordination policy for exception handling is contingent on project objectives.

Similarly, we have studied the effect of formalization on project performance [22, 23] as a function of the match between communication policy and the communication preferences (culture) of the project team. From all of our studies we observe how project performance is contingent on situational factors. This contingency illustrates
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Thompson’s [28] principle of contingency: There is no best way to coordinate projects, but for the objectives, products, processes, organization, and environment of a given project, not all ways to coordinate are equally good.

5. DISCUSSION OF RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly discuss research relevant to project management in the fields of information systems modeling [31], coordination science [15], and enterprise integration [32].

5.1 Dynamic Modeling of Information Systems

Dur and Bots [31] reviewed a number of techniques for modeling of (aspects of) organizations and summarized the main requirements for modeling and evaluating the structure of organizations. Their review includes system behavior models (e.g., discrete event simulation), information system models (e.g., analysis and design models and timed systems models), information models and computer system models (e.g., data flow models, and task/agent/monitor models), formal organization models (e.g., organization structure charts, process models), and mathematical models (e.g., optimization models and equation simulation). In their view, the main requirements for models that give insight into dynamic interactions are (a) definition of processes as the sequencing of activities, (b) explicit representation of the time dimension, and (c) availability of functionality for investigation of different perspectives and levels of abstraction of dynamic behavior. They concluded that only discrete event simulation models, timed system models, and task/agent/monitor models qualify as truly informative dynamic models. Thus, our approach to modeling and simulation should qualify.

5.2 Coordination Science

Malone and Crowston [15] characterized coordination and coordination mechanisms. However, the work so far is theoretically oriented with the aim of understanding and extending theories about coordination. Thus, no operational model that can be utilized by project managers is yet available. As it has an object-oriented and easily extendable implementation, our framework and methodology could serve as an environment for theory testing, where the predicted effect of introducing different coordination mechanisms on overall project effectiveness and efficiency could be highlighted.

5.3 Enterprise Integration

Enterprise integration (EI) is a rapidly growing research area attempting to create operational enterprise models for handling coordination [32-34]. Its origin is computer integrated manufacturing. Growth is fueled by growing awareness that an integrated enterprise demands integration of hardware and software and
humanware. A number of frameworks, architectures, and methodologies have been proposed for enterprise modeling within EI [35–37]. This is generally based on an assumption of perfect resources (no effect of real-world complexity and uncertainty, and thus no rework or communication). An important difference between the various EI architectures is that the levels of granularity of the different enterprise dimensions vary radically. The dimensions that are important in information integration and for representing process logic tend to be very detailed as opposed to organizational aspects that are generally represented in a coarse-grained and simple manner.

In summary, we feel that our approach is the most thorough attempt to cover all dimensions of enterprise necessary to assess the performance of a given project configuration. Our explicit representation of the limits between the various dimensions and our integration of representation and reasoning give a powerful tool for description and analysis of project enterprise.

6. SUMMARY ON RELEVANCE AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Many of the problems associated with work in traditional enterprise result from poor coordination between different work processes taking place simultaneously and by a great number of dependencies between these processes. Work processes typically involve different functions, in different places, and often over an extended period of time. Also, most enterprises are not set up with sufficient information processing capacity to match the information processing load imposed by a global fast-paced business environment. This makes it difficult to draw clear lines between the different processes in an enterprise. Consequently, the value addition of work carried out is not clearly understood, and there is no clear overview of cost elements. The default result is involuntary introduction of organizational slack [27]; that is, performance falls below the maximum levels attainable by the enterprise.

Recent widely popularized efforts at business process reengineering [38–40] attempted to transform unfocused cross-departmental work processes, such as insurance claims processing or settlement of accounts payable, into reengineering projects, each with its own process owner (equal to project manager), suppliers, and customers, to clarify objectives and focus resources. This approach to reengineering is promising as projects traditionally have been characterized by clearly identified deliverables, project managers, cross-functional teams, activity plans, milestone events, limited life span, and resource constraints. A project focus on work processes thus supports delivery in compliance with customer requirements and execution according to project plan. This facilitates creation of unambiguous procedures for deploying and monitoring resources and explicit definition of responsibilities. Consequently, work processes may be easier to manage and improve and may give more predictable performance in an enterprise that has been project focused (project-based management) [42].

However, the challenge of a project focus should not be underestimated. Although projects have clear goals and well-defined procedures, they typically involve a high number of interactions between their subtasks and with tasks in other projects. Requirements for shortened time to market and reduced development cost demand drastically shorter duration of project-oriented work processes. As
the duration is continually shortened, the concurrency between process activities is increased, creating exponentially greater coordination requirements. This creates dependencies between (a) actors responsible for activities in the same process, who were previously accustomed to sequential handover, but who must now coordinate the contents and progress of their work; and (b) actors in different processes (projects), who must coordinate their projects to ensure progress of all their tasks. These dependencies must be handled by extensive coordination between project team members. Managers almost always underestimate the resulting information processing load [41]. Thus, to plan projects efficiently and effectively managers must be able to identify and understand these dependencies. This requires a systematic methodology for describing and analyzing the coordination load within and between project teams. This need is not met in traditional project management tools [6] such as the critical path method [42], as they do not represent interdependence between parallel activities, or propagation of impacts due to nonconformances during project execution.

In Section 4.3, we varied policy and preference variables for a given coordination load and organizational capability to obtain performance estimates from a series of simulations. Given that our model is consistent and correct for other aspects of project enterprise, we may use it to study trade-offs between alternative ways to plan, man, and execute projects. This should allow us to address project managers' questions like, "Should I try to shorten the schedule by running these two activities in parallel?" "Will the team really work faster if I increase their manpower, or just spend more time communicating?" "Will the team members make too many mistakes if I increase their workload?" And "Will we exceed the budget if I mandate all communication?" We feel that our coordination load model and integration with discrete event simulation tools are significant steps toward giving meaningful answers to such questions. However, we also feel that further testing, application, and evaluation are required of both the modeling methodology and simulation tool. Integrated modeling and simulation allow systematic evaluation of simulation results. This will lead to better understanding of the probable effects of proposed changes. If work processes in traditional enterprise are increasingly organized and managed as projects, it becomes vital to gain better insight into the behavior of projects. We therefore need tools that support rapid and accurate prediction of performance for different project enterprise scenarios [4].

In future work we plan to extend our modeling and simulation of sets of projects to obtain a better understanding of the nature of coordination requirements between projects and the resulting effect on project performance of project enterprise. We also plan to model variations in the configuration of ensembles of processes and teams to investigate the competitiveness of different forms of project enterprise by simulation. We plan to do this in the spirit of Hannan and Freeman's [43] organizational ecology by determining those project enterprise configurations (organizational forms) that exhibit the highest rates of survival and prosperity according to different performance criteria. We expect that this should tell us something about how to organize work processes as projects and increase the usefulness of computer tools in designing efficient organizations [44]. We also plan to study the implementation of proposed changes in projects to understand how to use models in project execution. We hope that our framework and methodology will be used to
build models as part of project planning, and that these models may be used during project execution to predict probable effects of proposed change [45]. Our vision is that managers may use models of project enterprise as a base for turning performance predictions into performance improvement.
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